Preparation and therapeutic evaluation of $^{188}$Re-thermogelling emulsion in rat model of hepatocellular carcinoma
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Abstract: Radiolabeled Lipiodol® (Guerbet, Villepinte, France) is routinely used in hepatoma therapy. The temperature-sensitive hydrogel polyethylene glycol-b-poly-DL-lactic acid-co-glycolic acid-b-polyethylene glycol triblock copolymer is used as an embolic agent and sustained drug release system. This study attempted to combine the polyethylene glycol-b-poly-DL-lactic acid-co-glycolic acid-b-polyethylene glycol hydrogel and radio-labeled Lipiodol to form a new radio-thermogelling emulsion, rhenium-188–N,N’-1,2-ethanediylbis-L-cysteine diethyl-ester dihydrochloride–Lipiodol/hydrogel ($^{188}$Re-ELH). The therapeutic potential of $^{188}$Re-ELH was evaluated in a rodent hepatoma model. Rhenium-188 chelated with N,N’-1,2-ethanediylbis-L-cysteine diethyl-ester dihydrochloride was extracted with Lipiodol to obtain rhenium-188–N,N’-1,2-ethanediylbis-L-cysteine diethyl-ester dihydrochloride–Lipiodol ($^{188}$Re-EL), which was blended with the hydrogel in equal volumes to develop $^{188}$Re-ELH. The $^{188}$Re-ELH phase stability was evaluated at different temperatures. Biodistribution patterns and micro-single-photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography images in Sprague Dawley rats implanted with the rat hepatoma cell line N1-S1 were observed after in situ tumoral injection of $^{188}$Re-ELH. The therapeutic potential of $^{188}$Re-ELH was evaluated in a 2-month survival study using the same animal model. The therapeutic effects of $^{188}$Re-ELH (25.52±4.64 MBq/0.1 mL, n=12) were evaluated and compared with those of $^{188}$Re-EL. The responses were assessed by changes in tumor size and survival rates. The $^{188}$Re-ELH emulsion was stable in the gel form at 25°C–35°C for >52 hours. Biodistribution data and micro-single-photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography images of the $^{188}$Re-ELH group indicated that most activity was selectively observed in hepatomas. Long-term $^{188}$Re-ELH studies have demonstrated protracted reductions in tumor volumes and positive effects on the survival rates (75%) of N1-S1 hepatoma-bearing rats. Conversely, the 2-month survival rate was 13% in the control sham group. Therapeutic responses differed significantly between the two groups ($P<0.005$). Thus, the hydrogel enhanced the injection stability of $^{188}$Re-EL in an animal hepatoma model. Given the synergistic results, direct $^{188}$Re-ELH intratumoral injection is a potential therapeutic alternative for hepatoma treatment.
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Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma is a leading cause of death worldwide.$^1$ The principal modes of cancer management are surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy. In a typical hepatoma therapy, tumors are surgically removed and adjuvant radiotherapy or chemotherapy is suggested to kill the residual tumor cells. Therefore, in situ radiotherapy would be more effective when administered directly to the lesion. Great efforts have been made regarding radioisotope delivery for advancements
in tumor radiotherapy. Controlled, targeted, and localized release technologies have shown great potential in cancer treatment. Recently, polymer molecular engineering has led to extensive studies on advanced polymeric materials and resulted in rather rapid progress in the field. Intelligent hydrogels or thermosensitive biodegradable polymers show great promise as implantable drug delivery systems and in tissue engineering applications. Polylactic acid, poly-ε-caprolactone, and polyglycolic acid are biocompatible, biodegradable polyelectrolytes approved by the US Food and Drug Administration for biomedical applications in humans. A synthetic triblock copolymer, polyethylene glycol-b-polyl-DL-lactic acid-co-glycolic acid-b-polylethylene glycol (PEG-PLGA-PEG), drew attention as a potential injectable drug delivery depot. This polymer is reversibly thermoresponsive and undergoes phase transition from the liquid to gel form in response to an increase in temperature, characteristics that facilitate ease of preparation and administration.

Primary hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common form of hepatic carcinoma, particularly in Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. Although surgical excision and ablation are usually considered the treatments of choice for focal lesions, the prognosis remains poor for many HCC patients. Other modalities such as transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE), chemotherapy, and external radiotherapy have demonstrated some level of efficacy. Lipiodol (Guerbet, Villepinte, France) is a clinically available embolic agent for hepatoma treatment, and its use as a carrier for chemotherapeutic agents or radioisotopes is currently under investigation. Previously, it was shown that a 1:1 mixture of PEG-PLGA-PEG and Lipiodol could yield a stable thermogelling system for use in arterial embolization and sustained drug release. The PEG-PLGA-PEG solution had a small particle size (in the nanoscopic scale range) at low temperatures, but became larger with increasing temperature as described elsewhere. When the temperature exceeded transition temperature by 2°C–3°C, the PEG-PLGA-PEG solution would transform into hydrogel. The PEG-PLGA-PEG copolymers can self-assemble to form nanoscopic micellar structures consisting of a hydrophilic outer shell and hydrophobic inner core in aqueous medium; such polymers have been successfully used to encapsulate various poorly soluble agents as described in a previous study. The hydrophobic Lipiodol can be encapsulated in the hydrophobic inner core of micelles at low temperature. Internal radionuclide therapy can facilitate the delivery of high radionuclide doses to hepatic tumors while maintaining low activity levels in normal tissues. Radionuclides have been conjugated with monoclonal antibodies, iodized oils, and chemical compounds for the treatment of residual or unresectable HCC.

Rhenium-188 (188Re), a γ- and β-emitter, is an emerging and promising radionuclide for clinical use in many settings. Because 188Re is available as an aqueous solution and Lipiodol is available as an oily solution, many chelating agents have been developed to link the two. Technetium-99m N,N’-1,2-ethanediylbis-L-cysteine diethyl-ester dihydrochloride (ECD) is an approved drug for clinical brain perfusion imaging. Previously, a method for labeling 188Re with ECD was established, followed by subsequent dissolution of the product in the Lipiodol phase to form 188Re-ECD-Lipiodol (188Re-EL). A report showed that 188Re-EL accumulated in hepatic tumors and was effective in treating xenotransplanted liver tumors in rats following in situ tumoral injection.

This study attempted to combine PEG-PLGA-PEG with sol-gel characteristics with a therapeutic radiopharmaceutical to form a new radioactive thermogelling emulsion, 188Re-EL/hydrogel (188Re-ELH); it was then evaluated whether the hydrogel could potentially enhance the therapeutic effects of 188Re-ECD. A xenotransplanted rat liver tumor model was used to evaluate the therapeutic potential of 188Re-ELH when administered via in situ tumoral injection. In order to examine the effects of the hydrogel, the long-term survival effects of 188Re-ELH and 188Re-EL administered to the same animal model via the same injection method were also compared. It was found that the hydrogel synergistically enhanced the therapeutic effects of 188Re-EL in Sprague Dawley rats with N1-S1 cell hepatomas.

**Materials and methods**

A highly radionuclidic and radiochemically pure 188Re-perphenate solution was eluted from a tungsten-188/189Re generator by the Institute of Nuclear Energy Research (Longtan, Taiwan). ECD was synthesized by the Institute of Nuclear Energy Research as described previously. Lipiodol, an iodized ethyl ester of a poppy seed oil fatty acid, was purchased from Guerbet. The PEG-PLGA-PEG triblock copolymer was prepared as described previously. All other chemicals were obtained from commercial sources.

**Synthesis and characterization of PEG-PLGA-PEG triblock copolymer**

Synthesis and characterizations of triblock copolymer PEG-PLGA-PEG have been described in detail elsewhere. The purified polymers were vacuum-dried overnight to avoid degradation.
The hydrogel solution was prepared by gradually dissolving the PEG-PLGA-PEG triblock copolymer in deionized water at a concentration of 30% (w/v). The PEG-PLGA-PEG hydrogel solution was mixed with an equal volume of $^{188}$Re-Lipiodol in a three-way extruder to obtain the radioactive thermogelling emulsions. To determine the phase diagram, sol-gel transition temperatures were recorded from 4°C–45°C according to the test tube inversion method. After thoroughly blending PEG-PLGA-PEG and Lipiodol at the designed ratio at 4°C, the vials containing the samples were immersed in water baths equilibrated at each given temperature for 15 minutes. The sol-gel transitions were examined by inverting the vials, and the samples were regarded as gels if no flow was observed within 30 seconds. The in vitro stability of the thermogelling emulsions was carefully monitored for 144 hours at room temperature.

Preparation of $^{188}$Re-ELH

$^{188}$Re-EL was prepared as described previously. Briefly, the $^{188}$Re-ECD complex was generated by boiling ECD, tartaric acid, and stannous chloride with $^{188}$Re-perhenate for 30 minutes. The chromatography ratio ($R_f$) of $^{188}$Re-ECD ranged from 0.6–0.8, and the levels of other impurities were within the normal range, as determined by thin layer chromatography (IB-F Silica-Gel [J.T. Baker, Center Valley, PA, USA], developed with ethyl acetate). Lipiodol was added to the $^{188}$Re-ECD reaction vial to extract the labeled $^{188}$Re-ECD into the Lipiodol phase. The radiochemical purity of $^{188}$Re-Lipiodol was determined according to the abovementioned method. A radio-TLC imaging scanner (AR-2000; Eckert & Ziegler Radiopharma Inc, Hopkinton, MA, USA) was used to analyze the radio thin layer chromatography plates. The PEG-PLGA-PEG hydrogel solution was mixed with an equal volume of $^{188}$Re-EL to constitute the radioactive thermogelling emulsion $^{188}$Re-ELH.

Biodistribution of $^{188}$Re-ELH in N1-S1 hepatoma-bearing rats

Animal experiments were conducted under humane conditions, with approval from the Animal Care Committee at the Institute of Nuclear Energy Research and the animal center at National Cheng Kung University (Tainan, Taiwan) and in accordance with the animal care guidelines set forth by the Agriculture Council of Taiwan.

Four-week-old male Sprague Dawley rats were fed a standard diet and given water ad libitum. Rats that had been orthotopically xenotransplanted with N1-S1 cells into the liver were used as cancer-bearing animals. The N1-S1 cell line was obtained from the Food Industry Research and Development Institute (Hsinchu, Taiwan). A cell suspension of $1.5 \times 10^6$ cells in a volume of 0.25 mL was injected slowly into one of the hepatic lobes under the liver capsule.

After 7 days of cell inoculations, the rats were anesthetized and laparotomized to check for tumor growth. Only rats with liver tumors and no peritoneal carcinomatosis were included in the study. The tumoral size (mm$^3$) of each rat was recorded. A total of 32 tumor-bearing rats that received intratumoral injections of $^{188}$Re-ELH and $^{188}$Re-EL (approximately 3.7 MBq/0.1mL) were divided into three groups. At selected time points (1, 4, 24, and 48 hours), groups of three to four rats were sacrificed and radioactivity uptake in the tumor and normal tissues was measured using a gamma counter (Cobra series model 5003, Packard, CT, USA). Tissue distribution data were expressed as percentages of injected dose per gram (ID%/g).

Micro-single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)/computed tomography (CT) images were also obtained to evaluate the distribution and tumor targeting of $^{188}$Re-ELH in the rodent hepatoma model. The SPECT and X-ray CT images were acquired using a micro-SPECT/CT scanner system (X-SPECT®; Gamma Medica, Inc, Salem, NH, USA). The SPECT images were acquired using a low-energy, high-resolution collimator at 1 hour and 24 hours after the intratumoral injection of $^{188}$Re-ELH while mice were held in a steady position under inhaled isoflurane anesthesia (Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, USA).

Long-term survival evaluation

Rats implanted with N1-S1 hepatoma cells (n=32) were divided into three groups to evaluate 2-month survival time; 12 rats in each group received intratumoral injections of either $^{188}$Re-ELH (25.52±4.64 MBq/0.1 mL) or $^{188}$Re-EL (48.58±3.86 MBq/0.1 mL), or were untreated (control group, n=8). These rats were closely observed for 60 days. At the end of the observation period, the tumor sizes of the surviving rats were measured and the animal livers and tumors were examined for tissue pathology.

Responses to the treatment were assessed according to the method proposed by Wang et al. In this method the survival period and tumor sizes before the treatment and at the end of the observation period were compared. Good response was defined as tumor disappearance or a decrease in the tumor volume by more than 10% at the end of the observation period compared to the pretreatment tumor volume. Responses that did not meet the criteria for a “good response” or did not result in a survival time of less than 60 days were defined as a “poor response”.
Statistics
Average tumor weights are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. The responses to treatment were analyzed using the chi-squared test. The survival curves for the two groups were generated using the Kaplan–Meier method. Significant survival differences between the two groups were analyzed using a nonparametric log-rank test. \( P \leq 0.05 \) was considered statistically significant.

Results

Preparation of \( ^{188}\text{Re-ELH} \)
Based on the known PEG chain length (46.73 repeated units), the calculated molecular weight of PEG-PLGA-PEG was 3,927 g/mol, as measured by carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance, which was consistent with the data obtained using the gel permeation chromatography method (3,460 g/mole). The chemical structure of PEG-PLGA-PEG is shown in Figure 1. The property of hydrogel has been described in detail elsewhere.\(^8\) The PEG-PLGA-PEG polymer solution with high concentration of polymer presented the low gelling temperature. Phase transformation generally occurred between 20°C–30°C when polymer concentration was around 15–45 wt%. After blending with oily phase (Lipiodol) as emulsions, the formulation still preserved the thermogelling property. A sharp increase in viscosity reflected a quick gelling process. The viscosity of the formulation used in this study was about 400 cP when the temperature was kept below 15°C. It dramatically increased to more than 100,000 cP immediately once the temperature exceeded the transition temperature by 2°C–3°C.\(^8\) Therefore, this formulation was selected for use as the thermogelling emulsion system in future experiments because it gels very quickly at body temperature.

The radiochemical purities of \( ^{188}\text{Re-EL} \) and \( ^{188}\text{Re-ELH} \), analyzed by the radio thin layer chromatography method, exceeded 94% in all cases. The thermogelling characteristics of the \( ^{188}\text{Re-ELH} \) emulsion were tested from 4°C–45°C (Figure 2). The emulsion remained in the sol state from 4°C–24°C (Figure 2A). The environmental temperature was raised to the 25°C–40°C range, in which the \( ^{188}\text{Re-ELH} \) emulsion transformed to the gel state (Figure 2B–C). When the temperature exceeded 40°C, the stability of the emulsion gradually decreased and oil separation occurred (Figure 2D). It was also found that the appearance of \( ^{188}\text{Re-ELH} \) emulsion formulation remained stable for more than 52 hours at room temperature. There was only scant oil (Lipiodol) release from the thermogelling emulsion after 72 hours (data not shown). The \( ^{188}\text{Re} \) release profile from \( ^{188}\text{Re-EL} \) was evaluated as shown in Figure 2E. The \( ^{188}\text{Re} \) release form \( ^{188}\text{Re-EL} \) was fast

Figure 1 PEG-PLGA-PEG chemical structure, preparation of \( ^{188}\text{Re-ECD-Lipiodol/hydrogel} \), and hepatoma animal model treatment.
Notes: (A) Chemical structure of PEG-PLGA-PEG. (B) Optical images of \( ^{188}\text{Re-ECD-Lipiodol/hydrogel} \), prepared by mixing PEG-PLGA-PEG (30% w/w) and \( ^{188}\text{Re-ECD-Lipiodol} \) in a 1:1 ratio. (C) \( ^{188}\text{Re-ECD-Lipiodol/hydrogel} \) was administered to NI-S1 hepatoma-bearing rats via intratumoral injection.
Abbreviations: \( ^{188}\text{Re} \), rhenium-188; ECD, N,N'-1,2-ethanediylbis-l-cysteine diethyl-ester dihydrochloride; PEG-PLGA-PEG, polyethylene glycol-b-poly-DL-lactic acid-co-glycolic acid-b-polyethylene glycol.
at the early stage, and then followed with a low $^{188}$Re release rate after 24 hours. About 76% of $^{188}$Re was released from $^{188}$Re-EL to the phosphate-buffered saline buffer at 48 hours. However, less than 30% of the $^{188}$Re was released from the hydrogel within 60 hours. This sustained release profile of $^{188}$Re-ELH confirms the potential applicability of hydrogels as radiopharmaceutical carriers to increase the accumulation of therapeutic drug in the tumor site while at the same time minimizing the exposure of healthy tissues.

**Biodistribution of $^{188}$Re-ELH in N1-S1 hepatoma-bearing rats**

Biodistribution of radioactivity in tissues was determined by radioactivity counting and micro-SPECT/CT imaging.
after intratumoral administration of the $^{188}$Re-ELH emulsion. The micro-SPECT/CT image in Figure 3 shows that most radioactivity remained at the tumor site at 1 hour and 24 hours postinjection. The biodistribution data of the $^{188}$Re-ELH emulsion also indicated high tumor retention in hepatoma-bearing rats (Figure 4). The radioactivity level in the normal liver tissue ($8.56\pm2.03$ ID%/g at 1 hour; $2.19\pm0.31$ ID%/g at 24 hours) was high but remained lower than that in the tumors ($56.85\pm31.26$ ID%/g at 1 hour; $37.48\pm41.76$ ID%/g at 24 hours). Relatively high radioactivity concentrations were found in the kidneys. Some radioactivity was also detected in the spleen ($1.96\pm0.24$ ID%/g at 1 hour; $0.87\pm0.46$ ID%/g at 24 hours) and lungs ($5.33\pm1.44$ ID%/g at 1 hour; $0.79\pm0.19$ ID%/g at 24 hours). However, concentrations in the other organs were extremely low.

**Long-term survival study**

The average N1-S1 hepatoma size in rats’ livers for this experiment was $426\pm178$ mm$^3$. The 60-day survival study demonstrated that the $^{188}$Re-EL and $^{188}$Re-ELH groups showed protracted reductions in tumor volumes and positive effects in the xenotransplanted rat hepatoma model. In the group treated with $^{188}$Re-EL ($48.58\pm3.86$ MBq/0.1 mL, $n=12$), only one of the ten surviving rats had a residual tumor ($16.415$ mm$^3$). The 2-month median survival time, survival rate, and good response rate were $54\pm14$ days, $83\%$ ($10/12$), and $75\%$ ($9/12$), respectively (Table 1).

In the group treated with $^{188}$Re-ELH ($25.52\pm4.64$ MBq/0.1 mL, $n=12$), four of the nine surviving rats did not have residual tumors (residual tumor sizes were $3,899$, $418$, $107$, and $20$ mm$^3$) and the median survival time was $49\pm19$ days. Additionally, only one of the surviving rats treated with $^{188}$Re-ELH showed an increased tumor volume ($3,899$ mm$^3$). The survival rate and good hepatoma response rate in this group were $75\%$ ($3/12$) and $67\%$ ($8/12$), respectively. In contrast, the survival rate and good response rate in the control group ($n=8$) were $13\%$ ($1/8$) and $0\%$ ($0/8$), respectively; in the control group, only one of the surviving rats had an increased tumor volume ($7,602$ mm$^3$).

The good response of $^{188}$Re-ELH and $^{188}$Re-EL versus the control sham group showed significance difference ($P<0.005$). Relatively, $^{188}$Re-ELH versus $^{188}$Re-EL showed no difference between the two experiment groups ($P>0.65$).

![Figure 3](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 3** Micro-SPECT/CT image of $^{188}$Re-ECD-Lipiodol/hydrogel administered to treat hepatoma via intratumoral injection.  
**Note:** Micro-SPECT/CT and CT images of N1-S1 hepatoma-bearing rats at 1 hour and 24 hours postinjection with $^{188}$Re-ECD-Lipiodol/hydrogel (approximately $37$ MBq/0.1 mL).  
**Abbreviations:** $^{188}$Re, rhenium-188; CT, computed tomography; ECD, N,N’-1,2-ethanediylbis-L-cysteine diethyl-ester dihydrochloride; h, hours; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography.
The survival curves of these three groups are shown in Figure 5. The survival of N1-S1 hepatoma-bearing rats over a 60-day period in the 188Re-ELH and 188Re-EL groups versus the control sham group showed significance difference \( (P<0.001 \text{ and } P<0.006, \text{ respectively}) \). Nine and ten rats in the 188Re-ELH and 188Re-EL groups, respectively, survived over 60 days. At the end of the 60-day monitoring period, the surviving rats were sacrificed for pathological examination. The rats included this study all had hepatoma tumor in liver (Figure 6). Autopsies of the five surviving rats in the control sham group revealed large tumors with ascites and extensive cancer metastasis. After therapy, the 188Re-ELH and 188Re-EL groups were not found to have any tumor in liver. In contrast, rats with complete remission in the 188Re-ELH and 188Re-EL groups showed no definite residual tumors cells upon microscopic examination but were evident in the control sham group.

**Discussion**

Triblock PEG-PLGA-PEG copolymers are known to be biodegradable and biocompatible. Here, the PEG-PLGA-PEG hydrogel was blended with 188Re-EL to form

**Table 1** Characteristics and statistical data from the survival study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Administered radioactivity (MBq)</th>
<th>2-month survival rate</th>
<th>Median survival days</th>
<th>Good response rate</th>
<th>P-value versus control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>188Re-ECD-Lipiodol/hydrogel (n=12)</td>
<td>25.52±4.64</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>49±19</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188Re-ECD-Lipiodol (n=12)</td>
<td>48.58±3.86</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>54±14</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (n=8)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>24±16</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 188Re-ELH and 188Re-EL showed good response versus the control sham group \( (P<0.005) \).

Abbreviations: ECD, N,N’-1,2-ethanediylbis-L-cysteine diethyl-ester dihydrochloride; 188Re, rhenium-188; 188Re-EL, 188Re-ECD-Lipiodol; 188Re-ELH, 188Re-ECD-Lipiodol/hydrogel.
a new radiothermosensitive gelling emulsion $^{188}$Re-ELH. The experimental results demonstrated that the long-term therapeutic effects of $^{188}$Re-EL were better than those of hydrogel used for hepatoma treatment in an animal model. However, it was also found that the therapeutic effect of $^{188}$Re-EL at the tumor site could be enhanced by the hydrogel.

Hepatoma is an important disease associated with poor treatment success rates in most cases. Therefore, the development of better treatment modalities is essential.
Internal radionuclide therapy is an option for the treatment of unresectable HCC based on its ability to deliver high radiation doses to the hepatic tumor and low doses to other tissues. Yttrium-90 (90Y)-microsphere therapy is the most common approach for internal radiation therapy for primary or metastatic hepatic tumors. In this study, 188Re was complexed with ECD and then extracted in the Lipiodol/hydrogel phase. 188Re has $\beta$ energy similar to that of 90Y (maximum energy: 2.12 MeV versus 2.28 MeV, respectively); it also emits $\gamma$ rays (155 keV) useful for imaging. Free 90Y is known to show a predominance for accumulation in bone; however, perrhenate does not accumulate in the bone marrow and is rapidly cleared by the kidneys. Additionally, Lipiodol was found to retain the complex in the hepatoma and thus facilitate selective targeting of the tumor by 188Re, while at the same time minimizing leaching of the radioactive agent into the systemic circulation. This study has shown that 188Re-EL accumulates in the hepatoma tumors and normal liver tissue following TAE. It has also shown that intratumoral injection of 188Re-EL could effectively prolong the survival rates in an animal hepatoma model.

A temperature-sensitive hydrogel PEG-PLGA-PEG presents as a free-flowing sol at room temperature; however, it becomes a transparent gel at body temperature. This characteristic makes it a promising drug delivery system candidate. A drug containing the PEG-PLGA-PEG solution, when directly injected into the bladder of Sprague Dawley rats, exhibited significant efficacy and few systemic side effects. Previous studies also reported that the thermogelling emulsion PEG-PLGA-PEG blended with Lipiodol retained the property of thermal responsiveness, which is beneficial to its use as an embolic agent and drug-carrying depot. Here, it was shown that in situ 188Re-EL partly inhibited hepatoma growth in a Sprague Dawley rat model with an 83% survival rate compared to a 13% survival rate in rats that received normal saline treatment ($P<0.05$). Furthermore, the hepatoma rats treated with the radio-thermogelling emulsion 188Re-ELH had an enhanced long-term survival rate of 75%, which was also significantly better than that of the control group ($P<0.05$). The administered radioactivity in the 188Re-ELH group (25.52±4.64 MBq/0.1 mL) was approximately half of that in the 188Re-EL group (48.58±3.86 MBq/0.1 mL). Therefore, it was confirmed that PEG-PLGA-PEG promoted survival in N1-S1 hepatoma-bearing Sprague Dawley rats.

A previous study showed that a PEG-PLGA-PEG hydrogel provided a high hydrophilic phase proportion that allowed the drug to diffuse through the hydrogel matrix; the study also showed that the additional hydrophobic domain in the emulsion formulation resulted in a reduced burst release. Smaller amounts of the drug were initially released from the PEG shell, and this was followed by a combination of degradation and diffusion at a later stage. In the initial design, it was supposed that 188Re-EL would be stably retained in the PLGA core of the PEG-PLGA-PEG system. However, the biodistribution data of 188Re-EL suggests that radioactivity was rapidly washed out from the hepatoma site (4.72±2.37 ID%/g at 1 hour versus 0.33±0.26 ID%/g at 24 hours), comparing well with previous results using 188Re-ELH given via intratumoral injection (56.85±31.26 ID%/g at 1 hour versus 37.48±41.76 ID%/g at 24 hours) in the same animal model. In this study, the thermosensitive emulsion was prepared by thoroughly blending identical volumes of the hydrogel and 188Re-EL. The authors suggest that this emulsion formulation permits 188Re-EL to exist in a discontinuous oil form that is distributed within the hydrogel solution; the proposed structure is shown in Figure 3. The higher surface area of oil droplets in the emulsion would suggest an initial burst release of 188Re-ECD from the Lipiodol phase to the hydrophilic environment. This could explain the slightly better long-term survival rate for animals treated with 188Re-EL compared with animals of the same hepatoma model treated with 188Re-ELH via the same intratumoral injection method (83% versus 75%, respectively).

The estimated biodistribution of 188Re-ELH suggests that the kidneys and urinary bladder are the main organs of concern with regard to protection from radiation as most of the radioactivity is excreted through the renal system. Lipiodol is eliminated as two components: iodine, which is excreted through the renal system, and lipid, which is excreted through the biliary system. Although the exact mechanism has not yet been established, most of the excreted 188Re radioactivity was found in the bladder. The radioactivity to the urinary system could be reduced by hydration and more frequent bladder voiding after 188Re-ELH administration.

In this study, a single injection of 188Re-ELH was administered in a fixed volume to the tumor site. Although the rats treated with 188Re-EL showed better response and 2-month survival rates than those of the control sham group, seven of the eight rats died due to tumors. Because the maximum $\beta$-ray penetration range of the 188Re isotope is 10.1 mm (mean 3.8 mm), the positive therapeutic effects depend on the tumor size and shape. Small tumors such as those described in this animal model might be sufficiently affected to be eliminated, even if radioactivity is applied only to the tumor center. However, tumors larger than 2 cm in diameter will
not have sufficient penetration. Multiple injections might be more effective than a single injection for irregularly shaped tumors.\(^\text{18}\) Advance calculation of suitable intratumoral injection doses of \(^{188}\text{Re-ELH}\) will help increase good response rates for this hepatoma treatment.

While the results here are promising, investigations into other agents are also ongoing. Lipiodol, a clinically available TAE agent, has been labeled with iodine-131 and used to treat hepatoma.\(^\text{15,33}\) \(^{90}\text{Y}\)-microsphere therapy was reported to be very promising and has been approved for hepatoma treatment.\(^\text{21,34,39}\) However, iodine-131 has the disadvantage of low β energy and high γ emission, and \(^{90}\text{Y}\), if liberated into the circulatory system, could accumulate in the bones and result in high doses to the bone marrow.\(^\text{31}\)

Transcatheter arterial infusion involving the use of radioisotopes such as \(^{90}\text{Y}\) or \(^{188}\text{Re}\) has shown encouraging results in several clinical trials.\(^\text{21,34,39-42}\) However, radionuclide administration via transcatheter arterial infusion has some disadvantages. The existence of arteriovenous shunts in tumors could lead to leakage of the radionuclides to the lung, which could result in pulmonary fibrosis. In one study, approximately 30% of iodine-131–Lipiodol administered via TAE accumulated in the lung region.\(^\text{43}\) A previous study also showed that if \(^{188}\text{Re-EL}\) is administered via hepatic artery injection, high concentration of radioactivity could be observed in the lungs at 24 hours.\(^\text{28}\) Although some radioactivity was observed in the lungs upon initial \(^{188}\text{Re-ELH}\) administration (Table 1), this rapidly decreased to background levels. Whether \(^{188}\text{Re-ELH}\) is administered via intratumoral injection or TAE, diagnostic lung scans should be performed in advance so that pulmonary fibrosis and other complications are prevented.

**Conclusion**

In this study, it was demonstrated that a \(^{188}\text{Re-EL}\) combined hydrogel could remain radionuclidic in a hepatoma tumor site and partly inhibit hepatoma growth. It was also found that \(^{188}\text{Re-ELH}\) could significantly enhance the therapeutic effects on survival and response rates in Sprague Dawley rats with xenotransplanted liver tumors. This new radiothermogelling emulsion showed potential as a hepatoma treatment; thus, further validation in clinical trials is warranted.
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